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FOREWORD
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mental Physiology Division, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine. The paper was
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The appendixes, referred to in this paper, give additional information and are
available in th, Aeromedical Library, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, under
the title and number of this report. The appendixes have the following titles:
appendix 1, "r)ata front Fat, Waiter. and Hair Analyses of Pigskin and Human Skin
Samples"; appendix I1, "Test Conditions avid Data for Skin and Hair Flammability
Program"; app.ndix 111, "Photographs"; and appendix IV, "Data on Human Sxin
Samples (All Autopsy Specimens)."

The author is indebted to Me!din Crompton and Philip Metz for their technical
contribution to the program and to S. Eugene Nelson for his assistance in preparing
the report.

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

Colonel, USAF, MC
Commander
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ABSTRACT

The flammability of hair and skin from white suckling pigs and from humans
was stidied in atmospheres ranging in oxygen concentration from 20.9% (air) to
100%. Neither pigskin nor human skin would support combustion in pure oxygen
at 258 mm. Hg except in the presence of an artifact consisting of exposed subdermal
fat and local depletion of heat sink capability. Although pig bristles and human
hair ba.:rn rapidly in pure oxygen, differences observed in flame spread rates and
burninr times indicate that skin of suckling pigs is not an adequate simulant for
human skin in terms of response to an ignition source in pure oxygen.

Methods of protection against ignition were studied with pigskin samples. The
helium concentration necessary to prevent flame spread at I atm. total pressure is
75% by volume. Salves and creams are effective against flame spread when the
amount-, applied are much larger than those normally used.

The values obtained from the present work on unshaved pigskin samples to deter-
mine flame spread rate and critical helium concentration (for zero flame spread)

are completely consistent with reported values for other types of combustibles.
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L INTRODUCTION of bzeat will be neceasiry for the eombustwio
of- the entire skin a k TwA& istrx

Observations after recent fires involving corneum and the hair might be e-pected to
human subjects in oxygen atmospheres ind- burn independently of an external aource, how-
cate that the humans may have contributed ever, because the heat of combustion for keraý
to spread of the fires through combustion of tin is approximately 3,400 caL/gm. and veri
their skin and hair. Since planned space mis- little water is present-
sions will require that human subjects spend
considerable time in oxygen-rich atmospheres, One objective of this program was to
both in space and in preparatory studies on the determine flanmmability parameters-incduding
ground, the determination of flammability of flame spread rate, minimum ignition energy,
human skin and hair and methods of providing and total burn time--for the skin and hair of
protection against such flamnu~j ty is cur- humans and suckling pigs. The pigskin saul-
rently of significance. pies were investigated as a possible aimulant

for human skin. A second objective of the
The epidermis or outer layer of human skin program -was to determine the effectivenms of

is a tough covering about I mm. thick. me three types of protection against skin ard hair
cells of this layer (corneum) no longer possess flammability, including the use of glass fibex
essential properties of life and are constantly cloth, salves and ointments, and inert gases to
sloughed off and replaced by new cells from dilute the oxygen atmosphere.
living layers below then. The skin surface L
is modified by a complex surface film con- IL DEFINITION OF TEST CONDITIONS
sistini, of a mixture of materials held together AND ANALYTICAL METHODS
by secretions of the sebaceous and sweat glands
plas products of the cornification procems The Samp•e description
chemical composition of the cornified cells in
the outer skin layer is similar to that of hair. Pigskin samples were strips (5 by 10 rn.)
This material, termed keratin, consists of apý cut from white suckling pigs not older than
proximately 90% protein, 4% water, and 6% 8 weeks and weighing 7 kg. or less. 8amples
irerta. A sketch of a vertical section of human were used within 72 hours of slaughter. The
skin is shown in figure 1. The stratum corneum pigs were slaughtered and skinned b3 a iocal
is the keratin layer. veterinarian who also cut the skins into 5-cn.

strips. Upon receipt, these strips were refrig-
The surface keratin, the deeper epidermis, erated prior to sample preparation. The 5-cn.

and the dermis taken together contain roughly strips were then cut to 10-cm. lengths, and a
75% water, 10% protein, 11% fat, and 4% sufficient sample for analysis (usually about
inert material. Since the theoretical heat of 10 gin.) was removed from between each pair
combustion of these layers is about 1,400 caL/ of samples cut from the strips. This analyti-
s. and the heat required to vaporize the water cal sample was used to determine fat, water,
is approximately 7,850 caL/gm. of akin, it ap- and hair content. The thickness of the pig-
pears likely that a maintained external source akin samples averaged between 0.5 and 1.0 em.
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:;f 7 In most giam es significant subcutaneous fat 15 cm.). The skin fample plus simulant was
I•:-•• waz. included, and muscle tissue was included at leagst 1.25 cra. deep• to allow good heat sink - !

•: on soirle. simulation. The simulant material slightly
•: ~ ~~overla~pped the edges of the samples to pzre- •._,

Human skin samples were obtained from vent edge effects. A typical mounted pigskin 7
autopsies at local hospitals. Most of the ha- sample is shown in figure 2.
man saples; were nearly hairless, while sig-
nificany, hair was present on all of the pigskin The composition of the simulant, approxi-
Sampe Sorne of the human akin samples mately that of the major dermal layers, is -

used were available only in strips 2,5 cm. wide, show-n below: !
but most were about 5 cm. wide. Sample "
lengths for the human skin specimens were Per~een t

! approximately 10 era. Preparation was similar

!1.-- <,----: A
Wate -- 75.0

to toat formpigskinifixcapt thact anfeous trt1ips.Tesinhrpe lssin a

Were not large enough to allow fat, hair, and soap (fat aimulant) -1 9.0 ik

,:• water determination--. Hydroxyethyl cIlus geUnt
on1sme(fat TSimulant) m r .li

v ee effects. A Gtiatin (ponoteind) 1 g.

Each sample was wounted hi flesh wimulant Sodius cl-oride C.
uscontained in a stainless steel pan (10 by wiadte, s iohoen bnegidow

wae etriatos Hdoy-bielseg~n

*1' fat in~uant ~- 1
2,m~ onigtcncGltn(it~)- L.
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Toudhe simulanto the mixed i eometh y ogrnpzetioa hreampre easiyosred i hes art ware

mounting samples. The aimulant was not corn- reproducible with saniple at a 4/i-deSree angle.

bustible in pure oxygen at 258 mam. Hg than with samples mounted verticaily or

pressure. horizontally.
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The first pigskin samples used were fas- During the tests 16-mm. motion pictures
tened to the steel pans with Teflon on glass were taken of each sample to determine flame
thread (fig. 2) in order to minimize shrinkage spread rate and total burn time. After corn-
of the skin during exposure to heat. Since it pletion of the tests the chamber was evacu-
was found that shrinkage did not occur under ated and filled with air, and the samples were
the conditions used, however, the suturing removed from the simulant for weighing.
technic was not used for most of the tests.

The pressure in the chamber was never
below about 175 mm. Hg because of water loss

General testing procedures and apparatus from the sample and simulant at lower pres-
sures. Swelling of the simulant due to water

The test chamber was a steel shell, 1.635 m. vaporization at pressures below 175 mm. Hg
in diameter by 3.28 m. long, which was attached presented problems in maintaining a constant
to a large vacuum tunnel for quick evacuation, arcing distance.
The vacuum tunnel is exhausted by a high-
capacity five-stage steam ejector system. A It was observed early in the program that
schematic diagram of the test chamber and pigskin samples could not be ignited in 258
accessories is presented as figure 3. Te.st mm. Hg pure oxygen if they were not al-
chamber specifications are listed in table I. lowed to dry somewhat after removal from

the refrigerator, because atmospheric condensa-
In a normal series of tests five samples tion onto the cold samples continued to be pres-

were mounted inside the chamber on a 45& ent after the samples had come to thermal
degree test board. The arrangement of the equilibrium with the ambient air. This prob-
steel pans is illustrated in figure 4. The elec- lem was easily circumvented by exposing the
trical leads in figure 4 were used to bring samples to the atmosphere for at least two
power to the ignition system, either an elec- hours prior to testing. Several pigskin samples
trical arc or a cotton wad ignited by a hot wire. were also tested after exposure to the atmos-
In a number of cases fewer than five mounted phere without covering for two days. The
samples were available, but most of the test relative humidity in the preparation room was
series were performed with five sample. A between 20% and 30% during its period of use

standard or blank sample which was not ig- in this program.
nited was used in most test series for which
weight loss due to hair combustion was desired. Atmospheric water content during testing

In a typical test series five skin samples The removal of water from the gases used
were weighed, mounted in simulant, and ar- in the test atmospheres, plus the large volume
ranged on the test board. The test chamber of the test chamber, enabled the tests to be per-
pressu~re was redueed to about 200 mm. Hg; formed at an atmospheric water content below
then 99.5% pure oxygen was introduced that which might be expected to affect the
through a drying tube (containing CaSO4) ignition and combustion of hair. From an ini-
until the pressure was again 760 mm. Hg. This tial water content of 15.3 gr. of water per
process was performed three times and was pound of dry oxygen, the combustion testing
followed by a purge with 99.5% oxygen, in 180 mm. Hg oxygen of five pigskin samples
amounting to at least seven times the chamber plus a cotton igniter for each of the samples
volume. After this, the pressure was adjusted resulted in a final water content of 25.8 gr. of
to the desired level with or without the addi. water per pound of dry oxygen. The dew-
tion of diluent gases. On the basis of 99.5% points corresponding to these initial and final
oxygen, the theoretical final atmosphere after conditions are -- 22* and -- 16" C., respectively,
the purging steps was about 99.3% oxygen, assuming that the perfect gas law relationships
with nitrogen accounting for the major hold over the pressure ranges rsed in this

impurity. study.
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TABLE I The method used to obtain thebe values is
STet ehamber *c to as follows: An atmosphe:-e uf 760) amm. Hg

dried oxygen (-99.3% pure) wa• prepared
S .. according to the procedure outlined above. The
SWell diar.5r 1M m. water content of this atmosphere was deter-

Sr- mined to be 15.3 er. of water per •ound of dry
• ~ ~.oxygen with a water and C-(X monitoring unit.•a.ii .. .W • W - e*-Urs- 6,.5 aim. di =. C. and ilu-a developed for the Air Force by Atlantic Re-

j. search (2). In this instrument, water is deter-
A S"fru -=k- ZLU "hand ariperwn~tric.iy eftzr aba-rpt'"n on

Acce Quik opning hined had (formation of H3POO). The instrument
is accurate at relative humidities as low as 3%

Na"n- -

L- O= Round After the initial determination the pressure

c ....... u " in the chamber was reduced to 180 mm. Hg,
the tests were conducted, and dried oxygen was

ILIItalrumetatiO parts Two, 15 em. in diameter added to increase the pressure to 760 ram. Hg.
• lalem• m4O~nt Uni-Strut c l When this pressure was reached, another deter-

P " mination of atmospheric water content was
Prtwbte Four nnn w svvel~ ctt"; obtained, the value of which was &1 gr. of

910-kg. l rad "eh water per pound of dry oxygen. If it Is as-S-era he•• t: 19.6 cm. surmed that no water entered with the dried

S... . -.- •

FIGURE 4
St8ialess seel pan* (sample holders) arranged ont test board.
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A

oxygen, then all of the water detected had been Sample ignition
Vi contained in the final 180 mm. Hg oxygen

atmosphere. Thus, the water content at the Two methods of sample Ignition were used.
conclusion of the test at 180 mm. Hg oxygen For most of the tests the -igniter -consisted of
could n-t have beýen greater than 6.i x 760/ a heated Nicbroam wire rund wh a W

* 180, or25.8 ge. er n'iui wnjcj~e uppiroximauieiy 0.25 g121 of cotto. The
hot wire plus cotton igniter was dlieg•a -to .

The measured change in water content of represent the general type of souret WIxi-h "

14),& grr. per pounmd of dry ox~ncrcprsto -woatd b- ~nrsLa-iely t i~-jiioa~pe
L ! a total water weight change of approximately cabin environment. However, the coton ig- -

2 gin., or about 0.4 gin. per sample. Tih is a niter appeared -eot to b amenable to te _
.easonabie value, sinme thetota• weight losses - urement of nminnium igmtion energy f hair. .

for the samples during preparation and the
combustion teats averaged approximately 2 gin. A method %Ws developed that utilized an

'sper sample, electric arc igniter for determnininge ininuirna
'U • ignition energy. A transformer wAs ued to

Fat, wter, nd har ~jjIy~j~bring the voltage across a 1.&nmw. gaV between electrode and skin urf ) to v.
(60 cps a~c.). The switching arrangemelt-was-SWherever possible, a portion of each skin designed to allow consecutive ignition of '-five

sanple was analyzed for fat, water, and hair samules without arcing at the switch ±ont-sW
content. Several of the human skin samples The duration of the arc was set by a timing
were too small to allow removal of a sufficient switch, and the exact dam~tiom was determined
sample for any of these analyses. The analyt- by an oscillograph trace. The diameter of the
ical methods used to determine fat and water electrode used was 3.2 ram
were taken from reference 3. Each sample was I
trimmed to a thickness of 0.9 cm. prior to The energy supplied to a mounted mAn
analysis. Air drying at 100' C. under natural sample by an electric arc consists of localdihat I
convection was used to determine water con- concentrated at the point of o•ntact aid-•rnic ':-;-
tent. The determination of fat content was heating due to current passage through the .
performed by extraction with diethyl ether, bulk of the sample. Only the local heating is :- -
vaporization of the solvent, and weighing of a source of ignition. For the arc coditionns
the (fat) residue. Hair content was deter- used, it was determined that the local energy
mined by weighing the hair shaved from a input was 1.7 J/sec, and this was the value
known area of skin and was recorded in units used to calculate minimum ignition energy in -
of milligrams per square centimeter. this program.

Tables of analytical data from these tests The method used to determine the energy .---

are reported in appendix I. The hair content per unit time of the arc was as follows: . wo -
of the pigskin samples ranged from about 1 to samples of flesh simulant in aluminum foil
8 mg./sq. cm., whereas most of the human skin cups were balanced against each other on the

samples held very little hair. Average faL two pans of a grounded torsion balance. The
content for the pigskin samples ranged from electrode was placed 1.6 mm. above the surface
15% (pig J) to 44% (pigs M and Q). All of of one sample, and the arc was struck for the
the pigskin samples exhibited water content desired time. The weight loss due to local -
between 35% and 60% with an average of vaporization of water by contact with the arc
about 50%. The human samples exhibited was immediately measured by rebalancing the .

more variation in fat and water content than samples. The data obtained are shown in fig- ,

did the pigskin samples. Fat content of the ure 5, from which the slope shows that the rate
human samples ranged from 67 to 69%, and of water vaporization is approximately 0.7 X
water content varied from 19% to 63%. 10-3 gm./sec. For a latent heat of vaporiza-

7
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tion for water at 21.1° C. o 585 cal/gmi, the IlL ANIMAL SKIN TESTS IN
local heat input rate was 0.41 cal./sec., or about PURE OXYGEN

~'Z M_ 1 J/seC.
The results of tests in pure oxygen at-Th - e data in -figure 6 were colected with 24' Cý uc ng pM in samples, are presented

ambietair-a as the atmosphere only ~A isy _ w
•--'•.• --sairro_ -is inr by siZ8 '• ar representative photographs are presented in

S iuateatiof US -m lf~r of oxygen, bbti h
Fri. diore, f. - - appendixes 11 and II r, rýeetively.

R tWem tmnits of prdiminary tleting
S the &afe are relatedi by:

~ z Ealr at I atm. * xyken at W.3 atft A series of preliminary tests was performed
S ."e t 0a t to ascertain the general nature of skin and hair

Combustion in 258 mm. Hg of pure oxygen for
S whee E is the field alre th and e is the di- pigskin samples prepared and mounted as de-eleet constant. scribed in seetion IL A typical sample oh-

tained after testing is shown in figure 6 (onm--i- " .. .t 1 a. " s . .. .8 'd e pare with figure 2). Most of the hair was
ff21 Vn at O44 atm -is nearer unity, only a negri- consumed, but the exterior layers of the akin

e inI the arcing conditionsB s were not combusted. However, prolonged ex-

posure of the skin sample to the electric art-
resulted in local depletion of heat sink capa-

------ ----- ----- bility, exposure and ignition of subsurface fat,

and combusticn of the bulk of the sample.

"->-----1- On the basis of these results, it appeared
likely that the nap (or surface) burning of the

--. sample could be eliminated through removal
of a portion of the hair. One sample was

- roughly shaved so that the finipl length of hair
-.- was about 2 mm. (approximately 0.125 inch).

d :' This sample (A6), prior to testing, is shown
-n____ _n figure 7. The remaining hair on this sample

. sburned siilarly to that on sample A3 (fig. 6),
as shown in figure 8. The next sample (A7)7 £ - - - - was then closely shaved (fig. 9). No surface

•-;" "burning resulted fro-m the use of the are ig-
niter, but prolonged contact resulted in expo-

I- sure of fat and bulk combustion, as shown in
figure 10. The use of a cotton-wad igniter

____ produced results very similar to these obtained
-! -- with the arc, except that significant fat com-

bustion could be cbrained only wnen a corner
of the flesh sample was exposed directly toa• 4" 8I 12 is 2~ 6 0 34o:.i.2 the burning cotton.

FIGURE Since the init•iation of bulk combustion of a•' FIGURE 5
f o.ei .ample was believed to involve an artifact

tricl arC (SAO Vio US, 4IF eCP, 1.&-4M GaP) SirWg which would not be present with a living hu-
sample of f1,,lesh ,ia Fa daea oin av x man subject, the program evolved into a study
f/o" two or ,Wre tes., of phenomena associated with nap burning, or

.t.7
r .•
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hair burning, on pigskin and human skin burn times were determined from motion pic-
samples. tures of the tests. No spread of combustion

was noted when the chamber contained at-
Test results with pure oxygen mospheric air.

A summary of the test results with pig- According to data in table I1, the flame
skin samples in a pure oxygen atmosphere is spread rate for hair on pigskin is strongly de-
;presented in table II. Sample standard devia- pendent upon sample conditioning. As noted
tions for the data in tab'e II are presented in previously, the presence of condensate on pig-
table IH. The deliberate'y dried samples were skin samples prevented ignition with the are.
exposed to 20% to 30% relative humidity for The flame spread rate also appears to depend
two days prior to testing, whereas the normal- strongly on oxygen pressure and hair weight,
ly dried samples were exposed to 20% to 30% but it will be shown later that the flame spread
relative humidity two to three hours before rate of 4.6 cm./sec. at 180 mm. Hg pure oxy-

testing. The flame spreasI rates and the total gen may be somewhat low compared to a flame

9Y47

v

ev!

FIGURE 70

Closeup of sample Au before test (eample shaved to s em.).
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enesample. the unshaved samples at 258 mm. Ug oxygen
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were very rep- oducible, as reflected in the samples. The procedures used for these tests
low standazrd de viation shown in table III. It were generally the same as those described
appears that a reduction in oxygen pressure in section II, except that the desired partial
and removal of most of the hair cause signifi- pressures of dried diluent gases were added
cant increases i I, ignition energy, although the to the chamber after the final purge with oxy-
magnitude of tC- minimum ignition energy at gen and the oxygen pressure was reduced to
180 mm. Hg se- -ris out of line with the others. 180 mm. Hg. Ignition of the samples with the

electric arc became very difficult when the
helium partial pressure was elevated above

IV. EFFEC-TS OF DILUENT GASES 278 mm. Hg. In tests calling for diluent pres-
sures higher than 278 mm. Hg, cotton-wad

The objective: of this portion of the program igniters were used. The experimental data
was to determinin the partial pressure of helium for each of these tests are included in appen-
which, when adled to 180 mm. Hg pure oxy- dix II, with representative photographs of
gen, would prevent flame spread on pigskin samples included in appendix IIL

FIGURE 10

Sample A? alte test (eamp& claol eMald; ,rc gSM tioiS).
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S ~ fieds o4 varsozs vtzniwme~ ons flamew apread rats, tofght loss, total bumn tkuwt, and mminu~nm
I igniion entergyj for pigskin stzuples in a puzre mxgen atmooliwehV

Cobfton sprea rat ___S I'*mV To ~ x6 fht

sihid I (2)(4 2M

. -ke 8 e.. KC 0e,; normlr drwe
aawh .(a) ISM(2 4A(3) u (a

1 53 Mc. 98 0N; bakt lesugth. O.MZ tm~;
nermeI1 dried sample. &.()-80~ 4.8(

oo~a1 dtaebrcriedsmla0-9.%, 0
*bWwt 40mabPh n (fol bwad bhas. nabMT1 xampia).

TABLE MI

-' St&* varia1W of JI&flar m~PTWU rue , W1tat burnI tu, GUG U5a3m3af

nig,'iton energyf for pig"ki samaple. in a pure- wafgen ato4rO

sampte S.D of nag"~ SOM44e .D of SmeS..of
Conditions of to"t spread rae" b*e bum Uno mhIeMMM Igultios

(ef/fiec-) snow. eMer

2W3 zmm He 0s; delberaetdy dried samples 4.8 1.sL

US 8mm He 0,,; normally dried sample. 2.8A. 0.1

IN mm. ft 0&; =rsmely dried samples . . 0.0

205 na. ft 02; babt isutb, .1 OMin; moraa11y

*dried -sm~ 21 L4 LO

41%8 th weM~ 8= .D. OasS se Vi aem~aa dew ba tkbb I.
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The results obtained with normally dried, 578 mm. Hg helium. With 578 rm. lg nitro-
unshaved pigskin salifts tested in diluted sen used as a diluent at 180 mam. Hg oxygen,
oxygen atmoapheres are pirntnted in table IV. the flame apread rate was only U cm./sem, k
Values of standard deviation for the flame as compared with 2.5 to 3. !m.Isec. for the
spread rate and the ta burn times are also hehium-diluted atmospheres which produced a
hicfwWe in tslble ITV, At=n~ 'W thhIw taLZe. ahniliar extent oi 11ame, cverage of the sample
the flame spread rat neared %,ea as the helium area, This comparison of burmng rate is con-
partial pressure was increased to 578 mm. Hg. sitent with previously - reporte-d reas•s (1, -4,
To* qraesee of the btLnhig cotton intlucuenzal r4 wrach imiicAw that f or eiqa mole fractions
the burnig of the hair In these tests; thu, of helium and nitrogen diluent. flame pread
"the fact that 30% of the sample area burmed rates are higher with the A!ttum dituet--

-at --N8- =mm -Hg-heim--isbelievadtobe a
better indiation of the condition of no flame If the combustion of hair on a pirtkin sam- 7 k

q! spread than of the flame spread rate. It is ple is viewed as depending on multiple ignition
estimated that a typical sphere of influence of of successive hairs from burning hairs, then

the cotton igniter was 20% to 30% of the the lack of flame spread with 578 mm. Hg
a ae t it c u othe helium diluent versus over 50% coverage with4• sample area; that is, the cambugfion ofth :?.

cotton would have caused combustion of 20% 578 rum. Hg itrogen dihuent is completely con.
* to 30% of the ample area even in atmospheric ubtent wihthe hypothesis ofluggtt et aL (4).

air. At helium concentrations of 5 and 553 These investigators observed that it was more • __

mm. Hg the flame spread occurred only so long difficult to ignite solid t in helium .
awdiluted oxygen 'Jhan in nitrogen-diluted oxy-

, gen They •thated this co the higher brig

The flame spread rate of 9.8 cm.tsec. at thermal conductivity and diffutivity of helium, • .;
78 rna. Hg helium agrees very well with that which resulted in a decrease in the amount of -

of 9.2 cm./aec. for samples in 25U mm. Hg pure energy available locally from a given ignition -q" -;
oxygen (table II). Thus, the value of 4.6 cm-/ source in helium-dilated abnospheres as comn-
sec; at 180 amm. Hg pure oxygen does appear pared to nitrogen-diluted atmosphe....
somewhat low.

Clue sense of Adiluent tests vas conducted
The flame spread rate of 62 cm./sec. at with pigskin samples shvled to a final hair

278 amm. ft helium ws stroigly influenced length of about 2 mnm. The test conditions andi by one very hWeh value of f1a=0 spread rate results for this series, are presented in table V.
(13.2 cm./sec.). If this sample were omitted, Although only one sample was tested at each •- :
the flame spread rate at 278 mm. Ug helium condition, the data obtained are very consitent -- -
would be 3.8 cm./sec, which iould appear in with thoae for unshaved samples (table IV).

better agreement with the other values Flame spread rate and percentage of area cov-

obaiec.ered decreased as the helium, partial pressure
Teaesp wgto an g was ineased until the condition of no flame
The values of ample weight low and ig- spread for these samples (58 mm. HC helium

nition energy given in table IV are meaningful diluent) was reached. The vames for total
Sonly for strictly qualitative • . The low bum time given in tables IV and V appear to
values of weight loss sure that no bulk com- maximize at a helium partial pressure of 278
bustion of the samples occurred, and the high _

values of ignition energy indicate that this nues of flame sprerate- It intermedi k
parameter is a very strong function of the at- vs of flame spread rate. It is suggested
para ethat this result was due to rapid, complete com-

bustian of the hair in pure or slightly diluted
The test series using 678 mm- Hg nitrogen oxygen, relatively slow but fairly complete

as the diluent proved to be interesting because combustion of hair at intermediate partial 4
the flame spread over more than half of the pressures of helium, aMd incomplete combus-
sample, on the average, as corapared to almost tion of the hair at the higher helium
no flame spread with the helium diluent at concentrations.

15
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V TABLE V

Effects of dluie~nt Adirum on hair and skan comtb iftion of pigain
sampies with hair letnOh cHlIppd to 0.12-5 iL*

ri Vme PNAM Iweý#A lass ~ ~ ag fta
-w otoiiwqi 1Bu~i im

i~sak (gn.)bybhurn

NoteA ~ ~oo

8~55gBe11~ . 100

belu Veylw 1 . 20

'o-s *-DU per C~MdKion. *X"*UW*UU psfai VW nunm. NX in

Plots of the flame spreD rates and percent- an ignition source, which provided for initia-
ages of total area burned versus helium partial tion of hair combustion on the uncoated . 4,
pressures for the diluent tests are presented portio followed by extinguishment or con-
in figures 11 and 12, respecVvely. These plots tinuation of combustion when the flame
illustrate the finding that to sudden reduction reached the coated area. A typical sample so
to zero in flame spread rate was found; rather, prepared is shown in figure 13.
the rate and extent of flame spread for these
samples were a continuous functior of helium Four types of protective ointments were
concentratioo without a well-defined intercept tested: silicone high vacuum grease, Kel-P

r on the diluent concentration f luo-ocarboan grease, a commercial cold cream,
and a commercial protective hand lotion. A

V. PROTECTIVE COEIG AN comparison of the compostion of these mate-
ials. is presented in table V. Both the cold •

cream and the hand lotion are used to soften
T rand protect hands from chemical or allergic
This portion of the program was performed reactionm Typica apphcatton rates in normal

to determine to what degree cloth ccverints, use are 0.12 gm./sq. cm. for the hand lotion and
salves, and ointmems protected against hair 0,20 gm./sq. cm. for cold cream. The hand
combustion in oxygen-rich atmospheres. The lotion is typically applied by laboratory tech.
tests were performed with unamaved pdgbn nicians in the morning, removd at lunch time,
samples prepared as described in section IL and reapplied after lunch.
The teznperahure for these tests was 240 C.,
and all samples were inclinemý at a 45&degree Threltofhsett aeumrid
angle. Data and photographs from these teAts aa to be
are included in appendixes Il and III in table VIL The sidcone grease proved to be

combustible in pure oxygen; so no further test-
ing was performed with this materiaJ. The
samples coated with Kel-F grease were not

Q ProtectkU by alves and ointments ignited under any conditions, but it should be
noted that the last amount of coverage used

In these tests the ointment to be tested was (034 gm./sq. cm. or 2.2 gm./sq. in.) was much
placed over all but about 2.5 cm. of the 10-cm higher than typical application rates of Drotec-
sample length. The uncoated portion of the tive creams and lotiont. 8mples coated with
sample was exposed to a burning cotton wad an cold cream or hand lotion did not bum at

17
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cloth (2.5 cm.. wide) separating two unprotecte made into a momuli for these majams so -that
areas of hair; and (2) thermal-tramser tests-- the weight of the cloth would be bore by the
a study of ignition of hair caused by thermal hair and not by the edges of the mounting pans -
transfer from a burning cotton wad in contact Weights of zero, 18 gm., and 6.4 gin. were
with cloth placed on the sample. placed on eah end of the doth for various

test aeries.. Samples were mounted at a 4&-
A typical sample mounted for the garment- degree angle. Determination of the pressure

fit tests is presented in figure 15. Upper and distribution on the sample as a result of the
lower exposed portions of skin are separated by weights was beyond the scope of this program.
the cloth samples. The cotton wad (0.24 gm.

IZ each) was placed on the lower exposed portion The results of these teats, presented in
of skin and ignited. The flesh simulant was table VIII, show that combustion did proceed

j 19
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PV~kiR sample MIO y.rperq d for tut of flave spread wfth 0.9 gEL/eq. ii

I cald cream-

"•- under the cloth trips at weights of zero or 6A gmn A typical sample which did result in
•Ž]i 18 gmi. on each end. For the conditions of combustion of the upper portion of the sample
~ �.;• oer fit, the type of cloth made little differ- is shown after the test (fig. 16). The heavier

-:'• ace in the probality of iguition of the upper Clth was used in this test.
S Ution of the sample. For prevention of flame The samples used in the thermal-transfer

zspmd for these conditions, the weight required tests were prepared as shown in figure 17, with
on each end of the cloth is between L8 and the O2A-sgm cotton-wad igniter placed on the
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TABLE VI

Pioperties of four protective greases and ointments used in

flammability tests of pigskin samples

Protective material Density Approximate composition

Silicone high vacuum grease 1.1 100% silicones

Kel-F grease 2.0 100% (C2FSCI).
Pond's cold cream 1.1 12.5% sperm oil; 12.0% white wax; 56.0%

oil of almond; 0.6% Na5 BO3; 5.0% rose
water; 14.0% water

Cornhusker's lotion 1.1 5.7% ethyl alcohol; 12.3% glycerine and
other nonvolatile oils; 82.0% water

TABLE VII

Effects of four creams or salves on skin and hair combustion for pigskin aserples*
(five samples for each test unless otherwise noted)

Amount of
cream or salve Ts eut

Cream or salve Atmosphere used applied Test results
(gm./sq. In.) i

Silicone vacuum grease 258 mm. Hg 02 8.0 Silicone grease Ignited; samples
entirely consumed.

Kel-F grease 258 mm. Hg 02 2.6 No combustion

Kel-F grease 258 mm. H9 02 0.95 No combustion

Kel-F grease 258 mm. Hg 02 0.44 No combustion

Kel-F grease 70% 02-30% He; 0.34 No combustion
258 mm. Hg total pressure

Pond's cold cream 258 mm. Hg 02 0.07 to 0.89 The sample at 0.07 M/Isq. in. biuned
(8 samples tested) (0.22 em./see, spread rate; SU me.

total burn time); the others did not
burn-even at coverage of 0.06
gm./sq. In.

Pond's cold cream 70% 0,-30% He; 0.35 No combustion
258 mm. Hg total pressure

Cornhusker's lotion 258 mm. Hg 02 0.48 No combustion

Cornhusker's lotion 70% 02-30% He; 0.11 to 0.88t Two samples burned-one at 0.12 Sm/
(10 samples tested) 258 mm. Hg total pressure sq. In. (0.49 em./se. spread rate;

15.6 sec. total burn time); and ne
at 0.19 gm./sq. In. (0.92 cme./se.
spread rate; 9A see. total burn
time).

*Arorewlmmt*er I IW. -4 the "MI*e w" left Uftovee so that Wnititon eamd a ult for th. estiet-wed IWnlter IsaU Meste•

ITwo tampeli were O.l Smg./"q. ln.: three sample wore 0.11 m./s. In.; three saumpe weM• .IS to 0.19 ms./e Is.. esw ses Wu
0.34 SiM./sa. In.: &" eawlae was 0.16 tm./sq. in.

21
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TABLE VIII

Effects of cloth p• ttection on ignition of pigskin samples in oxygen-rich atmospheres*
(five samples per test, unless noted differently)

Type and conditions
of test Cloth type Atmosphere sults

Garment-fit; no weight Y. repel 258 mm. Hg 02 Combustion proceeded on two out
on cloth (9 oz./sq. yd.) of five samples

Garment-fit; 1.8 gin. on Fyrepel 258 mm. Hg 02 No combustion of top area of any
each end of cloth (9 oz./sq. yd.) sample

Garment-fit; 6.4 gm. on Fi'repel 258 mm. Hg 02 No combustion of top area of any
each end of cloth (9 oz./sq. yd.) sample

Thermal-transfer Fyrepel 258 mm. Hg 02 Sample ignited for four out of five
(9 oz./sq. yd.) samples. Average delay time

between cotton ignition and hair
ignition, 11.8 see.; S.D., 2.0 see.

Thermal-transfer Fyrepel 70% 02-30% He; No samples ignited
(9 oz./sq. yd.) 258 mam. Hg total pressure

Garment-fit; no weight Vistaglas 258 Mim. Hg 02 No combustion of top area (three
on cloth (6 oz./sq. yd.) samples)

Garment-fit; 1.8 grm. on V35taglas 258 mm. Hg 02 Combustion of top area in one out
each end of cloth (6 oL/sq. yd.) of four samples

Garment-fit; 6.4 gin. on Vistaglas 258 mm. Hg 02 No combustion of top area
each end of cloth (6 oz./sq. yd.)

"Thermal-transfer ' ;Vtaglas 258 mm. Hg 02 All samples ignited. Average delay
(6 oz./sq. yd.) time between cotton ignition and

hair ignition, 3.6 see.; SD.,
22 sec.

Thermal-transfer Vstaglas 70% 01-30% He; All samples ignited. Average delay
(6 oz./sq. yd.) 258 mm. Hg total pressure time between cotton Ignition and

hair IgnItion, 13.0 se.; S.D.,
1.6 see.

ain the carment-fit tats a 2.5-cm. strip of the doth was 100d to a-lewrat two uNpr-t@eW a"40 *f hair em• a Mdu Osep nd M
hot wlr,-eotton IWmUtr wm =sd to i•nIte the loer ar. In the tkermal-transfer tasta sa iala of cloth was Pad OW" the Ie hban
of the skin sample, and a cotton wad Placed e4 t"p Of te cloth was *IUt4.

portion of cloth in contact with the sample. A The heavier cloth seemed to afford much
portion of the cloth Vwas folded to present a more protection against ignition by thermal
barrier against hair ignition resulting directly transfer than the lighter cloth, not only be-
from the cotton-wad flame. Therefore, if cause of its greater thickness and density but
sample ignition occurrc4, it nmust have resulted also because some portion of the lighter weight
from thermal transfer through the cloth. The material was consumed by the combustion.
results of these tests with the two types of Samples after thermal-transfer tests with the
cloth are also included n table VIII. heavier and lighter cloths are presented in

24
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,19, rspectvely The lighter of the human akin samples and pertinent in-
'•" ~cloth (6 oz.isq, yd.) offered less protection to formation regarding the persons from whom i

•: . the sampe than the heatvier cloth (9 oz./ the samples were taken are presented in

•-• rsq yd.), as evidenced by the relative sizes of appendixlIV.

,,.•.V.. COMBUSTION TESTING OF
'••:HUMAN SU SAPLES The human skin salmples used in the pro-

P-Ak-• gram were obtained from autopsy operations
V .Analytical data from fat and water analy- at local hospitals Initially, amputation sanm-

sets of the human skin samples are included in ples were obtained, but these were not used
L- appendix L Test data and representative because: (1) the amputated flesh had been

1 photographs are contained in appendixes Hi and completely shaved before the surgical pro-
IU, respectively. Data concerning the sources cedure; (2) the odor from the amputated flesh
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S~pigskin samples, although niany human sean- breast; area of women. Some human samples
pies held a few scattered hairs. M~ost of the were t'mewhat wrinkled, probably from age~, •
first human samples had been locally shaved and these were affected least by the electric -- :
as a part of the autopsy procedure, but for arc with which ignition was attempted. For -- :-•:later samples it was requested that thbey con- several of the human akin samples, attempts -'tain as much hair as possible and that they not were made to ignite the balk of the smuple by •be shaved. Even so, only one of the samples leaving the are on for up to several minutes. ..
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FIGURE 19
Piggkin Sapl ft• after therMa4Ura;Mer test With lighf~r cle (S &z_/ •K sq. YL) in as atmosphere o! 7"11, ozjge.-40% helivi at t58 vam, Hg tota -l

-]meW-, -no human skin sample could be ig- pigskin samples. Photographs of the human
nited in bulk as was the pigskin sample shown sample (S-7A) before and after the test are
in figure 10 (a typical result of a long expo- presented in figures 20 and 21, respectively.
sum to the are).

The data in table IX indicate that the flame
C m dsta for human and pig hair spread rate of the human hair in pure oxygen

was much greater than the average value oh-
Table IX presents a comparison of values tained for pig bristles. This large differencefor various combustion parameters measured is believed to be due to the fineness (small

in 28 mnm. Hg oxygen for samples of unshaved, diameter) of the human hair as compared with
normally dried pigakin and for one sample of the pig bristles. The fineness of the human

•=• human skin contabinin body hair. The human hair may also account for the short burning :
S skin was prepared in a manner similar to the time, although the value of 1.9 seconds is mot i

284 1
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TABLE IX

Comparison of humaan skin a-ad pigsk-in
Pisi umi ....iidaum

(Aeverage oi iouwiene) (=ae &ample)

:Hir content 3.5 mjlsq. M< 1 me./sq. cm.*

Flaoa spread rae92 cmlzwecM 2?CM/sec

Total burn time 9.) se. L,9 sec.-

S--niimum ignition energy 0.28 j 4&- J

54 .• Weight loss due to 1. KM 0.3 ..
conbuxtioa ___________

Onyone lua koumc~eeroied with suitkient War to srow a WAk.nizgbia com jk izan with

the pigskin Mftamp. Bath typest 61 eMpIz -ere deied norm&&* end tined m~ 3M == Its of pure

EsAlmAWe to be about± 0.5 wguVme. em= This ample ums too sineS to show rmmosl of a Vortice
seffbamit for sn~lsiyels

out of line with the average total time of VIL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS _

2.8 seconds for deliberately dried pigskin
(table II). The ignition energy required for Comparison with previous work
the human sample would be expected to be high
because of ihe smaller hair concentration corn- A report of the most extensive experimen-
pared to the pigskin samples. The value of tin relating t' the flammablty of skir and
4.3 J for the human sample, however, is very hair has been published by the Royal Air Force
similar to the average value of 4.8 J for par- Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnkrugl ,,
tially shaved pigskin samples. Hants, UYK. Denison et aL (6, 7) have describ ed

experiments with clothed, dead pigs in oxygen-
T significant differences betwe values enriched atmosphej..s in which it was foun

!•for flame spread rate, ignition Pýergy, -and that ignition of the cloth wodid result in •..=

burning time for human hair ar.1 suckling pig spreading of the flame over the pig, combus-Sbristles indicate that pigski:7 samples do not tion of the hair present, and blistering of the 4

provide effective simulation of human skin skin, but no bulk combustion of the subdermal
samples in terms of th- combustion of the hair fat and flesh. In experiments with depilated
present. In addition, the pigskin samples ex- human skin from an amputated limb, these
hibited a greate: tendency toward the forms- investigators (8) found that •-ctions of the
tion of artifp.ats (fat exposure) leading to bulk human skin would undergo gmss combustion
combustion of the samples than did the hu- evpi when backed by a substantial heat sirnk
man skin samples. These differences, plus the capacity such as a metal base or a thin-walled

* extmeme variability noted in the texture, thick- metal container filled with water.
neasa, and toughness of human skin from vari-
ous subjects, indicate that samples of white The results of Denison et a!. with pigskin
suckling pigskin do not adequately simulate studies are entirely consistent with the results
human skin and its response- to ignition obtained from the work reported herein, but
sources. It is believed that skin samples from it now appears that their result of bulk burn-
autopsy specimens should offer a more realis- ing of human skin was due to localized artifacts
tic definition of human skin response to igni- caused by exposed fat and depletion of heat
tion sou -ts in oxygen-rich environments than sink capability. It is believed that these arti-
do pigskin samples. facts werc prevented in the present program

!2
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through mounting of tie skin samples in a oxygen with that reported for other materials
material (flesh simulant) with heat sink capa- is very difficult because of the differences in
bility similar to that of the skin and by en- technic. If it is assumed that the electric arc
suring that edges of the skin samples were in uniformly affected the observed blister area
contact with the flesh simulant material, of 0.5 sq. cm., the minimum ignition energy

for pigskin would be about 0.2 cal./sq. cm.
The use of the flesh sinfulant material in This value is several orders of magnitude lower

this manner also eliminatied preferential propa- than typical values obtained for wood, cotton
gation of flame up the edges of the sample. cloth, etc., using a radiation source (4). It is
Thus, flame spread rates and relative flame believed that too little is known about ignition
coverage values determined in this program energy requirements, in general, and about arc
were not influenced by edge effects, ignition, in particular, for this comparison to

be valid at present.

Values obtained in this program for flame

spread rate and critical helium concentration Correlation with fat, water, and hair content
(for zero flame spread) are compared to values
of these parameters obtained by Huggett et al. In no case was a correlation found to exist

(4) for other materials (table X). The values between flame spread rate, minimum ignition
from the present work for unshaved pigskin energy, or total burn time and the results of
samples for flame spread rate and critical fat, water, and hair analyses. This is not sur-

helium concentration are completely consistent prising for the data on fat and water content,

with reported values for other types of but one might expect that a variation of 1 to

combustibles. 8 mg./sq. cm. hair content might have some
effect on the combustion parameters studied.

Comparison of the minimum ignition energy The only direct correlations observed concern-

obtained fir pig bristles in 258 mm. Hg pure ing hair content were the reduction in flame

TABLE X

Values of combustion parameters for unshaved pigskin samples

and other materas

Flam spread rate Critical helium concentration for

Sample r In 258 mm. Hg zero flame spread (molt % He(cmr/eec.) at 760 mm. Hg total pressure)

Pigskin and bristles 9.2 75.2

Wood 0.9 84.8

Paper 2.8 88.4

Cellulose acetate 0.8 80.1

Cotton fabric 8.1 85.4

Foam cushion 88.0 68.0

Plastic wire 2.1 74.0

Painted surface 1.1 80.1

*Data tor matfi •l otber own pfmim won tken ftrom ,temse 4.
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spread rate and the increase in minimum igni- 2. The flame spread rate for hair combus-
tion energy due to partial shaving of the pig- tion on pigskin samples in 258 mm. Hg pure
skin samples (to a finad hair length of 2 cm.). oxygen is approximately 9 cm./smc. The flame
The limit of this cnrrelation is provided by the spread rate can be greatly increased by lengthy
completely shaved pigskin samples and the exposure of the sample to a dry atmosphere
nearly hairless hum-•an samples, for which the and can be decreased through wetting the hair
flame spread rate vias zero and the minimum or by reduction of the hair length. Completely
ignition energy (for bulk combustion) was shaved samples of pigskin or human skn will
greater than could 7e determined by the meth- not undergo nap burning in 258 mm. Hg
od used for hair ignition. oxygen.

One possible exp anation for the lack of cor- 3. In atmospheres containing 180 mm. Hg
relation between combustion parameters and oxygen it is necessary to bring the helium

hair content for urshaved pigskin samples is partial pressure to 578 mm. Hg before no flame
that the variations obtained in the analysis of spread is observed on unshaved pigWsn
hair content were -.n a smaller (area) scale samples.
than variations betv -en the samples used; that
is, if the entire samples could have been shaved 4. The minimum Ignition eer for pig

and the hair content: determined, the variation bristles in 258 mm. Hg pure oxygen in qroxl-
would probably have been much less than that mately 0.8 J. This minimum Ignition e t
observed between ;- by 2-inch samples used cannot be reduced by drying the sample, but
for analysis. dilution with an inert gas or partial resiwal

of the hair increased the Ignition energy

Another possible interpretation is that hair requirement.
length is the most important factor in flame
spread rate. On th'is basis, the higher flame 5. Of the two types of fiber cloth
spread rate for the human sample compared tested, the thicker and heavier cloth oftered
to pigskin samples (table IX) would be some- more protection against ignition of hair by
what expected because of the longer length thermal transfer through the clothL The two
of the human hair (fig. 19). This relationship types of cloth offered essentiy equa pIr.
between hair length and flame spread rate tection against flame propagation under fire
might be tenable if the amount of oxygen breaks consisting of cloth stps (2M5 cm. wide)
available to the hair combustion process is a held against pigskin samples.
function of hair lengjth.

6. Various salves, creams, and lotions

VII. C)NCLUSIONS were found to prevent flame spread onplskln
samples in 258 mm. Hg pure oxyg but the

The following co.clusions have been drawn extent of application necessary to ensure Pee-

as a result of the sork performed under this vention of ignition appeared to be great than

program: the amounts of cold cream and hand lotion
usually applied.

1. Two types (cf combustion can occur
when pigskin and hbir are exposed to an igni- 7. Samples of s and & hair fn white

tion source in an oxygen-enriched atmosphere. suckling pigp do not appear to offer effeti
The first type of combustion is nap burning of simulation of the response of human akn and
the hair, and the seco)nd is bulk burning of the hair to ignition soures in oxygeDenriehed at-

skin and fat. Bulk combustion of ski and mospheres On the basis of the reuft of this
S fat is posi'sible only Vtrough the presence of an program, the flsme sped tut ft bmnhi
artifact consisting of exposure of fat to the Is greater than for pg britles, pobay be-

ignition source and 6 :.pletion of local heat sink cause of the smaller diameter of te humMM
capability, hair tested as compared to that of pig brbtes
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